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LOOKING AFTER YOURSELF
Health, mental sharpness, relationships, creativity, memories;
all of these things that make us who we are, depend on the
hours we spend each night with our eyes closed.

The Importance of a Good Night’s Sleep
Researchers are increasingly finding that lack of sleep

The secret to a good night’s sleep may very well be the

is detrimental to our health. Sleeplessness has been

mattress you choose to sleep on. It is an important

linked to increased rates of heart disease, obesity,

decision and one that can have a profound impact

stroke and even certain cancers. Sleep is a complex

on your life. Health, mental sharpness, relationships,

process that underpins everything we do in our daily

creativity, memories; all of these things that make

lives; from our ability to learn a new skill to how likely

us who we are depend on the hours we spend each

we are to find a novel solution to a problem. It is also

night with our eyes closed.

considered a vital part of happiness and one of the
best forms of preventative medicine.
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BODY RESPONSIVE SUPPORT
Orthopedic Bedding comfort systems provide
optimal resistance to body weight & movement in
order to promote a healthy sleeping posture.
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Sleep Posture
Many of us are not aware that incorrect sleeping

Orthopedic Bedding mattresses are designed to

positions can result in the misalignment of the spine

support the human body at rest whilst maintaining

that leads to neck and back pain.

orthopedically correct sleeping posture and
delivering unsurpassed body cradling comfort.

A good sleeping posture is defined as the position in
which healthy spinal alignment is maintained while

Orthopedic Bedding has a two phase approach to

lying down, with a minimal amount of strain being

sleep mechanics that addresses both optimal support

placed on the muscles, tendons and ligaments.

characteristics and the conformance parameters
that impact the comfort of your sleep surface.
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Phase 1: Sleep Posture
At the core of Orthopedic Bedding mattress

PostureTrue’s™ high coil density delivers more active

design is the PostureTrue™ pocketed coil system.

points in the mattress, providing better response and

This system incorporates 5 individual support zones

support for your body. As each coil is independent

with each zone calibrated to work in harmony with

from its neighbour there is no compounding effect.

the others.

This independent response provides a more natural
spinal alignment and more even pressure distribution.

Higher gauge coils populate the heavier hip and thorax

Any movement is instantly absorbed and distributed,

region of the sleep surface while lighter gauge coils

initiating full contouring support for your body.

support the shoulders, allowing them to descend
deeper into the support system. This multizone
integrated approach insures your body posture is
maintained while you sleep, eliminating the strain that
can be placed on muscles, tendons and ligaments that
is associated with poor sleeping posture.
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5 ZONED STAR PERFORMANCE
Five calibrated zones work in harmony.
Movement is instantly absorbed & distributed,
initialising full contouring support for every body type.
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Phase 2: Comfort
The second and equally important characteristic of

Improving blood flow circulation while you sleep has

each Orthopedic Bedding mattress is its ability to

great health benefits. It provides us with more energy

provide unsurpassed conformance or body cradling

throughout the day and dramatically speeds up the

comfort. Comfort really is a measure of the ability

healing process at a cellular level due to the increased

of the surface of the mattress to conform to your

circulation of oxygen rich blood to your muscles and

individual body signature. Orthopedic Bedding

arteries, improving your health overall.

mattresses address this issue with an integrated

A collateral benefit of ComforMax™, PostureTrue™

approach.

and PostureFlex™ technology is the minimization

PostureTrue™ pocketed coils are pre-compressed,

of partner disturbance eliminating one of the major

individually encased coils. This individual encasement

causes of sleep disruption.

enables each spring to adjust independently of the
others. The result is a mattress that contours to the
shape of your body, reducing pressure point build up
and promoting superior blood circulation.
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Each and every Orthopedic Bedding
mattress is designed for ultimate
body cradling comfort.

To complete the Orthopedic Bedding conformance
s t rateg y, o n l y h ig h q u a l i t y co m fo r t l aye rs o f
premium foam grades and superior fibre blends are
used. Comfort Progression Technology™ ensures
that each comfort layer is designed to promote a
smooth transition from initial gentle conformance
characteristics to the deep down contouring support
of the PostureTrue™ pocketed coil system.
So whether you prefer the luxurious feel of a premium
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Orthopedic Bedding mattress or something a little
firmer, you can sleep safe in the knowledge that your
mattress has been designed to care for you while you
are at rest.
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Reduced Partner
Australian
Reduced Partner
Australian
Disturbance
Owned & Made
Disturbance
Owned & Made

REST ASSURED
All Orthopedic Bedding mattresses
are Australian Made and come with a minimum
10 Year Quality Guarantee, Australia wide.
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Traditional Construction Methods
At Orthopedic Bedding we understand the health

Each Orthopedic Bedding mattress undergoes

benefits of a great night’s sleep, so we leave no stone

rigorous quality control inspections throughout

unturned in the pursuit of excellence.

every stage of the manufacturing process ensuring
that when you receive your new mattress it will

Each mattress is hand tailored using only traditional

perform like no other.

construction methods and the finest raw materials,
built here in Australia to the most stringent quality

Rest assured, your new Orthopedic Bedding mattress

standards.

will be supported by a minimum Ten Year Quality
Guarantee, Australia wide.

For added peace of mind, all comfort materials used
in the manufacture of your new Orthopedic Bedding
mattress are Healthguard™ treated for the ultimate
in natural antimicrobial and hypoallergenic protection.
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Gel Infused Visco

Comfort Progression
Technology

Silk Cashmere Blend

Traditional Construction
Methods

Australian Made
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SLEEP SPACE MEDIUM

15

ComforMax™

1715**
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SLEEP SPACE FIRM

15

ComforMax™

1715**
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ORTHO LUXE ULTRA PLUSH

10

PostureTrue™

660

5

1376











ORTHO LUXE PLUSH

10

PostureTrue™

660

5

1376











ORTHO LUXE CUSHION FIRM

10

PostureTrue™

660

5

1376











ORTHO CONTOUR ULTRA PLUSH

10

PostureFlex™

1247

5









ORTHO CONTOUR PLUSH

10

PostureFlex™

1247

5









ORTHO CONTOUR CUSHION FIRM

10

PostureFlex™

1247

5









ORTHO FORM ULTRA PLUSH

10

PostureTrue™

660

5









ORTHO FORM PLUSH

10

PostureTrue™

660

5









ORTHO FORM CUSHION FIRM

10

PostureTrue™

660

5







POSTURE CARE PLUSH

10

Full Width Pocket Coil

759

3







POSTURE CARE MEDIUM

10

Full Width Pocket Coil

759

3







POSTURE CARE FIRM

10

Full Width Pocket Coil

759

3







**Coil Density
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Gel Infused Latex

Support Zones

1715**

BodyFlexTM
Micro Coil Overlay

Total Coil Count

ComforMax™

Inner Spring
Support System

15

Guarantee Years

SLEEP SPACE PLUSH

MODEL
FEATURES

M AT T R ESS S IZES
SINGLE

915 x 1880

SINGLE XL

915 x 2030

KING SINGLE

1070 x 2030

DOUBLE

1370 x 1880

QUEEN

1530 x 2030

KING

1830 x 2030

SUPER KING

2030 x 2030

Sizes are nominal.
Width x Length (millimetres)

